
briefly to Stravinsky. It is something 
of -a tragedy that the influence both of 
Stravinsky and Schonberg should, 
through the coincidence of-history, be 
exerted upon the young American 
composer at a time when their own 
creative powers are waning. The in
fluence of the Stravinsky of "Fire 
Bird," "Petrouchka," the "Sacre," "Les 
Noces," and "Symphony of Psalms" is 
the impact of a strong, dynamic, crea
tive mind. The influence of the latest 
Stravinsliy symphony is in my mind 
another matter. In spite of the count
less physical, economic, and spiritual 
problems which beset the present-du> 
composer, the era ahead does not need 
to be sterile. It might become so, if 
we follow the wrong guides. 

The problem of Schonberg is simpler 
in one sense, and more complicated in 
another. Since his determined effort 
to throw off the Wagnerian yoke, ap
parent in such an early but moving 
work as "Verklarte Nacht," he has set 
up a self-imposed tonal discipline 
which seems to be more at home in 
the laboratory than in the composer's 
study. I shall not ape the critics by 
attempting to pass judgment on this 
gifted man. His influence, so powerful 
in Europe in the earlier decades, has 
seemed to be considerably less potent 
in the United States. There are many 
composers who have come under his 
influence, but only those who became 
disciples have remained faithful. Even 
they have had only a minor influence 
as their music has not been widely 

FRASER YOUNG'S 
LITERARY CRYPT: No. 320 

A cryptogram is writing in 
cipher. Every letter is part of a 
code that remains constant 
throughout the puzzle. Answer No. 
320 will he jound in the next issue. 

RLDRFVRBPR VBSCFAG IG 

IIUWH HUR 

QRSRBPR CS 

SVFGH 

KRWY 

AVBQG VG HC 

FRPFVAVBWHR. 

—G. H. PCZRFVQTR. 

Answer to Literary Crypt No. 319 
Every rich man has usually some 
sly way of jesting, -which would 
make no great figure were he not 
a rich man. 

— S I R RICHARD STEELE. 

COMING IN THE FALL 

M A S S C O M M U N I C A T I O N S 

The first comprehensive survey of mass communications, compiled for 
college and university classes, teachers, research men, and professionals 
in the communication fields. 

This collection of readings, used in the Institute of Communications 
Research at the University of Illinois, is edited by Wilbur Schramm, 
director of the Institute. In addition to the more than forty papers on 
communications, the book contains bibliographical notes, statistical tables 
on the industry, and a chronology of mass communications. 

Ready in September. About 500 pages. Price $4.50. 

I D I D N O T I N T E R V I E W T H E , D E A D 

BY DAVlb P. BODER 
Verbatim transcriptions of the wire-recorded narratives of displaced 

persons, made by a professor of psychology at the Illinois Institute of 
Technolog)'. This moving record of men and women who knew years of 
anguish in Dachau, Auschwitz and other concentration camps will attract 
the serious study of social journalists and historians concerned with this 
aspect of the war. 

Ready in September. About 275 pages. Price $3.50. 

U N I V E R S I T Y OF I L L I N O I S P R E S S , U R B A N A 

W e congratulate the publishers of the SATURDAY REVIEW 
OF LITERATURE for their contribution during the past 25 
years, in bringing to their readers the noteworthy fea
tures and articles by contemi^orary Amer ican writers. 

WRITING FOR LOVE OR MONEY 
is a collection of articles by 33 Saturday R.eview of 
Literature contributors, and is edited by N o r m a n 
Cousins . Published by Longmans Green & Co. Inc. this 
book is the answer to anyone thinking of writ ing as a 
career, and also for those who are curious about why 
authors write, and how they do it. 

It is with pride that w e acknowledge the selection of 
Bancroft's Book Cloth by the publishers, for the bind
ing of this volume. 

ALBERT D. SMITH CO. INC 
Division of 
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NEW YORK • BOSTON • CHICAGO 
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As One 2S-Year-0ld 

fo 4flofAer 2S-er 

THE 
HERALD 
TRIBUNE'S 
WEEKLY 
BOOK 
REVIEW 
,.,confesses an overwhelming 

urge to invite every reader 

of the Saturday Review's 

noble 25th-anniversary issue 

to attend our own celebration 

eight Sundays hence—the 

25th anniversary issue of 

the Weekly BOOK Review 

to be published September 

25 ,1949 

in the 

N E W YORK 

IHeralb ^Tribune 

share with us 
, . . a backward but not wistful 

glance at the books and book 

reviewing of the past 

quarter-century.. . 

. . . a forward and inquiring look 

at the trends and undercurrents 

which will produce the books 

ahead of u s . . . 

heard. I do not believe that the almost 
mechanical methodism which his 
theories impose is a natural part of 
the young, vital, creative age which 
I hope we are developing. 

Paul Hindemith, on the other hand, 
has had, and continues to exert, a 
strong influence. A master craftsman, 
possessing a logical mind of great 
keenness, and with a technical ap
proach which is more understandable 
to the utudent than that of his great 
Austrian colleague, Mr. Hindemith is 
laboring indefatigably both as creator 
and teacher in the propagation of his 
ideas. America is fortunate in having 
men of such eminence teaching in its 
colleges. Whether they will assimilate 
the student, or whether the American 
student will assimilate them, it is yet 
too early to see. 

Out of these influences have come a 
plethora of styles, technical points of 
view, and esthetic philosophies. Can 
all of these heterogeneous modes of 
music-making live together and de

velop in peace and harmony? If they 
can, there is a possibility that the new 
world may at last lead the old in the 
arts as well as in the sciences and 
economics. Such a possibility, how
ever, calls for a greater tolerance and 
a nobler consecration to beauty than 
we have yet seen. The world of music 
is still too full of raucous voices shout
ing, "You must do this, you dare not 
do that; this, and this only, is the one 
true path!" Frequently the voices 
which cry the loudest for the freedom 
of the artist are those which would 
cast the heaviest chains. Too often 
differences in viewpoint harden into 
tightly knit, arrogant cliques, each 
braying loudly for the rights of the 
artist, but intolerant of everyone who 
is not of its own herd. 

America is broad enough to embrace 
every honest conception of truth and 
beauty. It is great enough to inspire 
many men in many ways. It is toler
ant enough to grant to every artist 
the right to sing his own song. 

Public Gardens 
By Frances Minturn Howard 

THERE is a spell on these blue walks tonight, 
Pollen of love upon the gentle air, 
Music subtler than sound to which these lovers wander 

Two and two, two and two, with soft identical gesture 
In a pattern formal, repetitive and ancient, 
And new as green uncurling from a bough. 
Why should these white trees whirl against the dusk. 
More luminous than in full glare of sun. 
Littering the ground with spendthrift glory 
As if they made a mirror of the grass 
Spilling their own white image back again? 
Why should the bridge tonight have taken off 
Into the blue recessive evening sky? Round pearls 
Of light mark the ascent, dim-burning planets 
Above a stairway with no end in view. 
In the black water sleepless ducks revolve 
Two and two, two and two, a pair of floating questions 
Drifting above the golden hives of light 
The street-lamps paint upon the waveless pond. 
And up and down the paths 
The petaled faces of lovers 
Float on the dark, intoxicate with scent. 
Their eyes intent as walkers in a dream 
Two and two, two and two, as if their slow feet trod 
The winding paths of some green cunning maze 
Whose center lay in this enchanted park. 
Two and two, two and two, arm seeking waist, 
Hand cupping breast in gentle formal gesture 
As if some music that they listened to 
Required just this motion, that response. 
This light air turning up the sudden leaves 
Is made of sighs scudding across the grass 
Warmer than any stirring of the wind. 
The feet of the walkers slow as the sky grows darker. 
Faces turn upwards in dim-seeking gesture, 
Yet still there is no moon. 

The scent grows heavier over the twisted paths. 
And the darkness is lit by the haunted eyes of lovers 
Flitting in pairs among the shadowed trees, 
Their petaled faces white upon the grass. 
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